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Setting The Stage 

■ “The rules haven’t changed; there are 
just more ways to break them.” 
– David Vigilante, Vice President for Legal Affairs, CNN 

■ “Anxieties run through most new 
technology developments … But I think 
in some ways, it’s more of the same, and 
in other ways, it’s just more of the same 
a lot faster.” 
– Genevieve Bell, In-house Anthropologist, Intel 
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Setting The Stage 

■$ 2.1 trillion is spent on healthcare 

–$7000 per person 

■Healthcare is 1/6 of the country’s 
economy 

 



In Olden Days …  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

■ The plaintiff alleges that he was materially damaged and asks 
to recover $50,000 compensatory and $25,000 punitive or 
smart money damage. Crawford v. Crowell-Collier Pub. Co., 87 F. Supp. 509 (1949) 

 

 

 

 



Now … 
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WAPO & ProPublica 

■ Yelp gave ProPublica and The Washington Post 
access to 1.7 million public reviews. 

■ Patients mention privacy or HIPAA in more than 
3,500 one-star reviews (the lowest).  

■ “Yelp’s senior director of litigation, Aaron Schur, 
said most reviews of doctors and dentists aren’t 
about the actual health care delivered but rather 
their office wait, the front office staff, billing 
procedures or bedside manner.” http://tinyurl.com/PP-

WAPO-YelpStudy 



Understanding the Basics: 
What is Defamation? 

■Elements 

–false 

–defamatory 

–statement of fact 

–of and concerning plaintiff 

–published to third person 

–that is made with fault 

–and causes injury 
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Defamation:  What Gets 
Contested? 

■Elements 

–false 

–defamatory 

–statement of fact 

–of and concerning plaintiff 

–published to third person 

–that is made with fault 

–and causes injury 
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An Actual RateMDs 
Review 
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Defamation:  What Gets 
Contested?  Factuality. 

FACTUAL 

■ incorrect diagnosis 

■ I was in his office a total of about two 
hours during my initial consultation. 
He spent a total of less than ten 
minutes with me. 

■ I either sat waiting for one of his 
assistants, or watched a movie touting 
his credentials. 

 

NON-FACTUAL 

■ very poor “bedside manner” 

■ inflexible  

■ your time is unimportant 

■ I hope I can prevent others from 
equally unpleasant experiences. 

 

 



Defamation:  What do you 
mean by “false”? 

■ In the world of libel, it must be really, really 
false. 

–“I was in his office a total of about two hours 
during my initial consultation. He spent a total of 
less than ten minutes with me.” 

■Minor inaccuracies don’t amount to much. 

■There must be a significant difference between 
the meaning of what was said and the actual 
truth. 



Defamation: 
Who’s On The Hook? 

 

 

■Websites? 

– No because of the Communications 
Decency Act  
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Defamation: 
Who’s On The Hook? 

■The poster? 

–Yes but good luck finding. 

–Could have to subpoena website, and 
they may resist getting involved. 

–The public doesn’t like doctors who sue 
patients. 

–One risk of suing:  A court determines 
the poster was right! 
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So What Can You Do? 

■Remember HIPAA 

–Whatever you do must be done within 
the parameters of HIPAA, which prohibits 
disclosure of your patients’ personal 
health information.  

■Also … don’t bite off more than you 
can chew. 
 



So What Can You Do? 

■1800s:  Never pick a fight with people 
who buy ink by the barrel.   

–Attributed to Mark Twain 

■2016:  Never pick a fight with people 
who know how to type. 
 



If You Fight Fire With Fire, 
You Might Get Burned. 

■A mother wrote: 
–“Half-way through the procedure, the doctor 
seemed flustered with my crying child. …  At 
this point the doctor was more upset and he 
ended up throwing the instruments to the 
floor. I understand that dealing with kids 
requires extra effort, but if you don’t like to 

do it, don’t even welcome them.” 
http://tinyurl.com/PP-WAPO-YelpStudy 



If You Fight Fire With Fire, 
You Might Get Burned. 

■The doctor wrote: 
–“This patient presented in an agitated and 
uncontrollable state. Despite our best efforts, 
this patient was screaming, crying, 
inconsolable, and a danger to both himself 
and to our staff. As any parent that has 
raised a young boy knows, they have the 

strength to cause harm.” http://tinyurl.com/PP-WAPO-

YelpStudy 



If You Fight Fire With Fire, 
You Might Get Burned. 

■DHHS wrote: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

–http://tinyurl.com/PP-WAPO-YelpStudy 



If You Fight Fire With Fire, 
You Might Get Burned. 

■When ProPublica sought comment 
from North Valley Plastic Surgery, they 
said “no comment” but added:   

–“Everyone that was directly involved in the 
incident no longer works here. The nurse on this 
case left a year ago, the surgeon in the case 
retired last month, and the administrator left a 
few years ago.”  http://tinyurl.com/PP-WAPO-YelpStudy 

 



Contracts:  Another 
approach, but don’t … 

■Some physicians have patients sign 
away their rights to criticize online. 

–Don’t do this. 

■Some physicians have patients agree – 
in advance – that if they complain 
online they’ve waived HIPAA rights. 

–Don’t do this. 



Instead … 

■ In a perfect world, we provide perfect care 
and service, nothing goes wrong, and all our 
reviews are glowing. 



Instead … 

■You can respond with non-personal 
information 

–This can “set the record straight” 

–This can provide public education. 



Instead … A HIPAA-
Compliant Response 



Instead … The solution to 
pollution is dilution. 

■Invite feedback and post it liberally. 
–“University of Utah Health Care (UUHC) started 
surveying patients and asking them 
how they define excellence. … became the first 
academic medical center in the country to 
put our patient reviews online, complete with 
unedited comments and an accessible five-star 

ranking…”  Harvard Business Review, 

http://tinyurl.com/HBR-Docs-Not-Afraid 

■People don’t believe all 5-star reviews. 

 

http://healthcare.utah.edu/fad/mddetail.php?physicianID=u0102229#tab1


Instead … Go to the 
source. 

■Communicate with the patient. 

■Put yourself in your patient’s shoes. 

■Resist human nature; don’t be 
defensive. 

■Listen. 

■Always be respectful. 

■Often people mostly want to be heard. 

 



More Reading  

■If you are interested in this topic, 
there is a lot you can read. 

■For a curated list, go to 

 

http://tinyurl.com/MoreM3Reading-1   

through 

http://tinyurl.com/MoreM3Reading-10 
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Fighting Within the 
Ranks. 

■ Dispute between partners spilled out 
–Dr. D wrote letter to hospital that Dr. P was 
going to lose his medical license. 

–Dr. D went on a local radio show and said Dr. D 
had interfered with Dr. D’s treatment of a 
patient. 

–Dr. D said Dr. P’s interference caused 
permanent harm to the patient. 

■Dr. P filed suit against Dr. D. 

 



Fighting Within the 
Ranks. 

■The deposition: 



Fighting Within the 
Ranks. 

■Judge awarded $150,000 in actual 
damage. 

■Judge also awarded $500,000 in 
punitive damages (“smart money”). 



Website Terms of Use 

■Browsewrap 
–You don’t do anything other than go on and 
look around.  

–You probably are not bound by the terms. 

■Clickwrap 
–“I agree” or “2+2=4” or “Click all the 
lighthouses” 

–You probably are. 

 

 


